RED-LETTER   DAYS
though his speeches were rarer, the occasions were more
carefully chosen, the opinions more deeply considered, the
arguments more closely knit.
It was a sound instinct that led him on 25th March, 1923,
to make his first speech in the new Parliament in an impor-
tant unemployment debate. The quotation from Baldwin
he had used in his election address made it clear that the
Party would for the future be letting in Protection by the
back door, but the only effect of that was to put more of
the limelight than ever before on to financial and industrial
questions as a whole. The atmosphere was tense. There
was the threat of great strikes. Socialists, embittered by
what had all the appearance of electoral sharp practice, were
urging direct measures to short-circuit laborious constitu-
tional procedure. ' All the bitterness ', says J. A. Spender,
c left over from an exceptionally bitter election was now to
run into industrial channels.' But the compelling problem
around which the bitterness was bound to surge was the
ever-increasing volume of unemployment. From this time
onwards, until the unrest culminated in the General Strike,
the old condition of the people question was constantly
raised under one heading or another.
Eden's speech was sound and detached. It avoided senti-
ment, but \vithout undue prejudice laid down the principles
of a constructive policy. He confessed to a certain sense of
pessimism. * We seem to hear very much the same argu-
ment, very much the same lamentations and very much the
same expression of hope, and yet we seem to have very
much the same number of people out of work.* Sir Jolm
Simon, who had opened the debate, came in for some criti-
cism which must have been galling to one who has so suc-
cessfully identified righteousness with majorities. Eden
accused Sir John of confining himself to a series of ques-
tions. * There are, no doubt,' he added, ' advantages to be
obtained from belonging to a party without any hope or
aspirations to office because they are able to question cate-
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